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The differential method of analog signal one-bit .coding - the delta-modulation
(DM) - is largely acknowledged as a means ol economical digital coding in
ilata transmislion ttrrough a iommunication channel. The advantages and the
shortcomings of the method in this respect are widely known LI.,2:31. Recently
certain reliibility consolidation of the delta-modulation as a method of informa'
tional coding has been noted [4] and first attempts ut p/Vl _digit_al process.ing

have been made [5, 6, 7, B] but they were more of an incidental rather than
systematic nature." On the other hand, because of the lower rate of the DM binary digital
stream compared to the normal or logarithmic PCNI at adequately satisfiable
quality of coding oise ratio SNR) and oI the consi-
derabiy simplifiefi red to other coding -methods (for
instance DPCM), method as particularly favourable
for videoinformati

paper is. to pr a.systematic overview of the DM
ocessing in general and to consider some specific prg-
s coding type. As far as the authors are informed, this
oI that kind.

l. Differential Calculations and Delta-Modulation

The diflerential algorithms with
ficant portion of the contempor
machines (both in step and oper

While the differential calcu
that the ' DM is a natural basis for appl
For instance, we can find analogY b
uniform set 

-and 
the synchronous-DM or between the diflerential calculus of

nonuniform interpolation sets and some speqific types of asynchronous DM. The
linear synchronous DM represents the input sigqql only by constant finite
dif{erentes [1] although th-ere are varieties (adaptive andf ot. asynchronous)

[9, 10], wherd these 
-difierences are, distinguished between themselves. The
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inear DM does uot represent the input signal itself through the fjnite diffe-
rences of the lst order but rather its linear interpolation (with splines of the
lst order, therefore the macrointerpolation, as far as they interpolate among
themselves in certain cases, is of "zero" order), and the accuracy is provided
on accouttt of the increased clock frequency (ir e. increased number of interpo.
lation blocks).

Let us consider a fLrnction of a variable deterrnined over a discrete set
of equidistant points, i. e.

(1.1)

(1.2)

.( 1.3)

where 214 is the index
be determined [11] as

(1.4)

(1.6)

Then for

(t,7)

{f olf n:f@o t- kh), 1L:consi}n1ut

x : {x n I x,,- xof' kh, h: const}1, 6 aa.

M: {mliml ( No}, No: t0, r, 2, . . . },

set of the interpolation set.The differential operator can

lf (x,):f(xt-t h)--f(x): l'+r-f ,.

The differential operator contribution to the various arithrnetic processes is of
particular importance to the further examination of the relationship between
the signal digital processing and the delta-rnodulation processing system. This
operator is linear []. Its effect on products of two functions, for instance, can
be represented by

(1.5)
!i:ViVi

tl y, : zllq ;tp ;1 : V iat ltp i a V i rTv i : E ; ltp 1 { ry ylcp i -l /,p i zly i.

The operator for the z-th derivative can be represenied as (1.6) [2, l3]
based on the differentlal Table for uniform interpolation set and sufficiently
differentiable function

the first derivative it vields

!',*f, zY,

as approximation for functions with 'finite spectrum at sufficiently populated
interpolation set or

(1.8) +M>4,
where fi// is the cardinai number of the index set and A depends on the
spectrum type, i, e. condition (1.8) is equivalent to suificiently large clock-
frequency in the DM processing system

(1.9) f "2f o,

where /" is the clock-frequency of the DM system.
Tlrere are other types of numerical differentialion |21, appropriate to the

given case,
At functions of two arguments z:f (x,y), which represent the natural

generalization of differeni picture types, we can define by analogy (1.4) a linear
differential gge-1at91 l.l2,l4l..Referring.to the latter, the interesting processing
cases, e, g. (1.5), (1.7), ean be generalized as well,
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The prediction process in delta-modulation models another approxinrative
curve with sp.line functions of the respective order, following the main process
in the discretization points

(1.10) a,:t1".!-t:tig: 
(-c'-)ti--r)' ei ({-l' 1}

'- l!i:!i_l*zi-r, k, k-=const,

is valid for the linear DM, where dft is the delta-transfornration of the analog

signal, x(t) by the DM coder with A-step and duty cycle intervt ,:!; )tt is

the approximated signal respective value c,:c(t) and z, js the delta-nirjdulator
output jump, normalized to the step, prior to encoding jnto a binary code. The
approximating process yi can be represented as resulting lrom the two corres-
ponding sequences of the diiterential table for !1, and the specific feature of
the Table is the fixed value of the iirst difference.

The diiferences available in the difterential tables ior the input signal and
the approxirnation would result mainly frorn the distortions within the coding
process, l'. e. from tlte quantizing noise and frorn the slope overload noise. If we
average within a given finite interval T:nt by the dependence

( l.r l )

mn

lyilL: ynt+t-lnr -- k Z zt,
i=(m-l)ntl

i. e. if we build up the first two columns of the differential table over the
depopulated interpolation set xm:xf, where the dependence

4* vL

#*X':#
is valid, then between the cardinal numbers of the index sets there is a cer-
tain approximation of the two tables in the case of optinral signal quarrlization
c (l) (with respect to the signal.to-noise ratio - SNR), Otherwise, the approxi-
mation differentiational table would appear in a rather tough fornr, compared
to the input signal table.

By aualogy, in other DM types there is an interrelation between the out-
put sequence of the DM coder variations

(1.13) zd,:{z;}iaN
and the differential table of the input signal, respectively.

(r.r2)

2. Delta-Modulation Operations

If we satisfy the familiar requirements [5] for an optimal DM coder, we
consider xqi iot an accurate digital representation of xf by anrplitude.

The delta-transfonnation of the input signal c (t) can be represented
binary sequence

(2.1) d,:{B}iqu. B({0, l},

where N is the index set.
II f(A, u(t) and a(t) are the actual input signals, represented by

f uncligns with a finite spectrum, and ttleir DM transfolmations are d (/),

rnay

asa

time
6 (u)
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and d (o) and the operatien Fq.:U7."V7 is effected, the processing could be
subdivided into three classes depenciing on the result type.

a) the output gives the finite differences, zlFo,:F!-r-po, in digital form
coded into the respective biuary code.

In that case the process can be represented as an ontput of a differential
coder with a pulse-code modulation (DPCM) which Encodes the respective
resulting signal, composed by the DM approximations ot signals and u(t)
and a (t)

(2.2) tlF!:e (du, 6o, ,r);

b) the output is represented in DM type B!:v (B':, Bi x), where B!, B,l, Boi

are respectively the l-th binary symbols from the corresponding sequences, i. e.

(2.3) 6f :rp (61t,6o, t);
c) the result is represented as a DM approximation Fo, before or after

LF-filtering, decoded respectively, i. e. both result processing and decoding
are eflected

(2.4) FI: x(6u,6v,+).

Both cases (a) and (b) pern:it uniquely the direct digital representation of
the signal in the respective system code (by accumulation of Fg tuotn (2,2)
and (2.3)). Case (c) is valid when the transformation 1 is invariant with respect
to the binary sequences 6u, 6o or to their resultant and the operation ,r, is
mostly realized by variations of the DM decoder parameters.

3. Spatial Invariant Transformations of Pictures

The picture I:B(x,y) can always be represented through a screen scan-
ning system as a function of one argument B(t):Blx(t),y(t)l through the
evolved functions f*(t), fi (4 [16, 17, l8], where

(3.1) U r : U lB(t)l: U {Blx(t), y(t)l}

is the output signal of the screen system,
Let transformation d:(Ut be effected by the DM decoder (1.10). It will

transform the continuous signal of the evolving system u(t) into the binary
sequence da
(3.2) 6! : u@ -> 6u(i).

Therefore, the picture / is transformed into the sequence da, through the com-
position of the screen system and the DM coder (Fig. l). When decoding the
3u by appropriate decoder (6:')-, the signal Ut(t) could be obtained which
corresponds to the picture ^1'. Thus the spatial invariant operations concerning
contrast variations, inversion, peculiarity outlining, and quantization [20] can
be readily effected. ,

We call spatial invariant operations those which accept translation i. e.
when the operational composition over the picture E and the translation To1
are commutative [9],

If the operation e is such that qlf(x,y)] depends uniquely on f (x,_y), i.e.
there exists an xU) such that

(3.3)
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is valid, where g; is the
the definition region of
picture I. lf 7 is linear

(3.4)

picture set within which
S, then I woLrld be the
and of the type

x:x(f ):P.fr

the operation cp is realized in
by-element operation for the

Fig. l. Picture I is transform-
ed into the sequence da

t could be easily efiected by
DM transformations.

(3.5)

accorqhg to the scheme

(3.6)

The new signal

(3,7)

(3.8)

Fig, 2. Spatial iovariant trrnrfor*u-
tion of pictrrre b5r the composition(3.5)

the composition between the direct and reverse

-b, , ^h..-1d;'o (d;')

*L uulL u,,V'Il u,r18,,.
U'(t) amplitude will attain the value

' Ar: Ao*: AoP'

Obviously picture.l is transformed into I (3'6), where q:l'-+l' and
:x(fi@,!)):kJt as iar as the picture l geornetry is not deformed,
spatial invariant and actually

,plf(x, y)l
p is the

Vf (q,, v@, y)( S, Tor,kp(f)l:T"tlkf il:kf i(x-a, !-b):k(7.,0(f ))
:elTop(/)] :l'f a,t, o e : E o To,u.'

Figrrre 2 shows the cases p>l, p<I. Under operation we understand precise-
ly thJ composition (3.5), i. e. the realization of the linear by'element ope.ra-- 

, . ,', tioris di the type 1 by DM is adequate to the signal codingt; of the evolving system U(t) by the point df in the plane
J ^_, I of the linear DM- transformations and its reconstruction at

U(t)f5 U'111 point df' from the same plane [20].
Tbis type oi piocessing is of the class (2.4) because the output DM se-

quence Oa id invariant with respect to the operation. !y analogY, there .could
be realized operations of contrasting over determined levels, oullining of spe-

cifics and others [20] by appropriale restrictions over E of the by-element
operations,



, [f [ir, r\i/l'" N

. Fig. 3. Block-diagranr of that particular elenrent whiclr
applies the spatial inrrariant by element operations
of the above-mentioned types

..Figure 3 q!owq the block-scherne of tbal particular instruruent which
applies the spatia.l invariant by element operations of the above-mentioned
types.

4. Scale Transformations*'

A single representation of the signal U(t)
tion 6l (3.2), which is invariant wiih respect
nates of the signal and to the coordinates of
it is adequately represented by the screen
the composition will be

(3.2) is rcalized by the transforma-
to the scales oi the two coordi-
the picture itself, respectively, since
system. In contrast to (3.5), here

lHr

because the scale transfornratiors over picture I are attached to it by U(l) of
the screen.system. It is clear that all si-milar (purely scalar) operationi witi n.
represented.in the.plane of the DM transform-ation-s [zt] by Segments parallel
to the abscissal axis oz. The dependence between ini cboed and decoded
signal in that case will be

(4.1)

(4,2)

al, o 1ti!,1-l

u,(t):, (r 1),
i. e. in fact we have "extension" (,'compression',) U,(t) or the
Iinear picture scale- variation takes'place because' ttie tempo-
I _l- I, ral axis system by signal tim-
I f poral de l) evolve fr ioni, accord-

,!,,,a,a-t,,1,,,, ing to theorem of the Fourier transformationtt\c)+L/:\r) and the trum becomes

(4.3) S'(or):Jz Sf]l .o'l,xt \r2 I

1. e' the signal spectrum components {a4}isw will transform into {o,,f,},r*,
and the period of the transiormed signal U,(t):U,(t:-?f,) will be Tt:kT\zrl

. * By scale_ transformations over 1 we understand here the transformations of the linear
scale towards the rapid scannigg of the sereen system, for instaflce for the sweep /",
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t

Fig. 4. Scale transfornration

The new signal U'(t).will be received at the DM decoder with the same sNR
as in possible reconstruction of U(t) in the same coding point of the df, signal,
i. e. both direct and reverse DM transformations are equally optimal with
respect to the sNR. Indeed, the iamiliar formula [1] for the sNR,u*-yields

(4.4)

(5.1)

By
point 1,

(5.2)

(5.3)

c . f1t2
SNR,nu*: .*,Io.Iii-

where f, .1lt !s--Lhe DM clock frequency, /,,, is the boundary lrequency of the
lowpass filter LPF permeability into the_Dll coder, and fo i-s the 

-trequlncy 
of

the processed harmonic signal, i. e. SNR is invariant with respect to the 
-fre-

quency region defornation equal ior both the decoder and the signal..
Figure '4 shows the two possible cases, oi temporal scale changes of u(r)

at q:2Sl "extension" and q{7 ,,cctmpression',. Because of the screen system
the picture would change geometrically along the same axis proportionalto q or

(4.5) d,, o du' lf(x, y)):f (qx, y): q(f).

. . pPerations -of - tlg., (4.5) ar.e. intercommutant at certain conditions [21],which significantly facilitates repetitive processing.

5. Applicatioir of Some Arithmetic Operations

5.1. Addition

The operation can be represented as

Ff :Uf 1-V7.

ggafogy with the differential operator effect in the arithmetic operations
ill] the addition in this case could be represented by z6u and z6zt

It can be proved that

/F1:77a27.

ln({-2,0,21
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is valid [22] and the process is
DPCM output z1F by symbol, we

(5,4)

of the (2.2) type. When representing the
can trace the correspondence
++
B;1a:{B,l B}',A Bi -1}
E,Ep:1E,tBi +Bi|
RlEy:{B1l B',!V Bi\

10,

VF,): 01,

00,

Expression (3.8) yields the dependence at synchronous binary sequences 6n and
dz obtained by a_ linear DM with equal parameters. The reesta6lishing of the
actual values could be effected through integration, i, e.

Fjg. 5. Addition ol
2- vari ab les

(5.5) F,- Z ,rj> 2@l+Zfl.j=0 j=0

The logical. scheme through rhj+ (5.2) is transformed into (5.a) is shown in
Fig. 5 as the integration over (5.5) can be effected by reversiie iounter shown
with dashed line (the amplitudinal recovery in the differential methods is re-
duced alwayg to integration and therefore this counter is typical for any simi-
lar operation).

In general the addition of n-variables could be effected aiso by the corres-
ponding DM transformations [22] and into the three possible iypes - (2.2),
(2.3) and (2.4), respectively.

It can be shown that the subtraction reduces to logic inversion cornposi-
tion of one sequence and addition [22] (Fig. 6).

5.2. Maltiplication

Let us assume

(5.6)

necessary to perform operation

Fi:UiVr
If the differential operator affects this expression

and the finite difference (1.5) is formed when replacing
the corresponding differences with the DM jumps z,\
afid z',, we can obtain

(5.7) ttFi: zy ) z,i1- zi ) z', I z? zi
j -0 i:0

at the input signal. Expression (5.7) yields the digital
jump when a product of ihe respective DM trarsformations
6u and 6o is formed with equal pararueters 't and h.
In integrating the diiferences we can obtain ihe product
itseli.

The adding procedure does not express clearly the
advantages of any of the tbree representatiors of the
output signal (2,2), (2.3) and (2.4). The multiplication

procedure will yield a very cornplicated solving rule (5.7) al output of the
(2.3) type [22], and the algorithmic noise of the operation will be signi-
ficant. This noise can be distributed aS additional into both categories of DM
noise-from quantization Noand from slopeoverload Nr. The output realization
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(2.4) is impossible because of changes in the invaiiance condition (point 2.c).A
block-scheme ol the (2.2) type is shown in Fig. 7.

The reversive counters RC U and RC 7 integrate the corresponding binary
sequences 6u and dz. The multipliers with values A/X t in fact dete rrnine only the

..t" I t

J

i

r) i:

dv
(rv
AT:

,t*tl--r-r-l- I .-, 1--, ,.-l ,-.' I
0 0 2 D a 2 0 2 -:t 0 2 c -2 0 2 "2 -2 2 -z-2 2-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t

Fig. 6, Subtraction rectuces to loglc inversion composition of one sequence in addition

,'t. - |

Fig. 7. Block-diagram ol the multiplica-
tion, (2.2) tYPe

sigl oI the result yielded Uy th9. counters when add.ing that to the accumulating
ad'der. When the annulaiion of the accumulating adder is effected at each duty
cycle, lFi will be obtained at i1s outpu!. i1 tne op_posite case F/ could be

atcumulaied in the same adder. The multiplier of value 1 X 1 determines the
er of the adder. Figure 8 shows the
e signals of the binary sequences and

reat number of operations which are
he spectrozonal scan videoinformation
or Instance, ln a slmllar way we can
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presdnt the Riemann and Stilte's integrals [23j and some integral transforma-
tions as well, The contouring of some specific features could be effected also
by this technique, once by the respective DM analogies to (1.7) [24] in dif fe-
rent directions [25, 28, 27] and also when realizing some gradient operators

Fig, 8. The resrrlt approximations of the respective
signals of the binarY sequences

by DM, for instance [26,29, 27]. Simultaneously we can measure some para-

meters oI the subjects, such as surtace [30]. .

Particularly interesting for these aims is the determination of unifotm
subjects (with iespect to the spectrum) from the multispectral scan videoinfor-
mation. One of the principal requirements for such a procedure is the real time
mode of the reproductive system, The DM processing .system separa,tes ihe
uniform videoiniormafional tiles by recording the alternative series of the out-
put binary sequetlce 6u l27l for edch spectral channel.
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,jh:^l"Fi.ll_inter,qection between the unions of the rdifferent subjectIn eacn cnannel

: (!u,,')n(/uj")n:.: ; n (uulN):u ,

we obtain the homogeneous subjec,i u, rep:resented in the screen. system ny ine
respective restrictions of the videosigr:als in each channel u!'i. By such separa.
ti.on of.,homogeneities it is possible to effect various'typJ., ot'regulBrizationto a dilferent exteni. ., ,, 

', 

. 
'- r '-'

6. Possibilities of Instrumental progrqmnring jn Different Modes

Wheil designing a- -TV-instrument for videoinformutionut processing which
employs_a single DM .orocessing system, it is of particuiar importanc? t; mi-
nimize the instrumentai part.

By
chords
(5.8)

3 Kocunqecxlr zscle4eaxra, xn.3

specific advantage
in effecting a large

The introduction of _instrumental programming is of
because it provides for the use of a universal rn6dule
number.and types of operations. '

liS',f,,fnp processing ib
pfocessor'-

by fhe micto-

Fjg. 10. The microprocesgdr is used as a cgn\roller '

, With the introduction of large integral,sch
possibilities to univershlize the instruniental pa
g,enerations oi: microproceEsors are particularly
ces, especially in analog signal processing [31].
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its specific requirements on the design of such instruments and
them into two groups:

a) instruments where most of the processing is effected by
cessor sequences (Fig. 9) i

b) instrumentd wtreie the microprocessor is used only
(Fig. l0).' - The instruments in Fig. 9 can be successiully applied in cases when .the
digital streams under procJssing do not exceed signiiicantly their permeability,
i. i. these could be fast and high'speed bipolar microprocessors.

Inversely, the version in Fig. 10. does not require fast operalion.oi the

processor, because ii commutates the instrumental part when realizing the va'
, iious operations. The realization itself should be fast.
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'B pa6ore cAeJIaHa oBarb o63op
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